Results Self Assignment
Dotteral – Salon – Lovely sharp and in-focus images. Four of the
images tell the story, while the bottom left image is perhaps not
needed. A computer-generated title tends to be rather neater
than a hand-written one. Merit
Heart of Flower – Intermediate – A beautiful presentation with
lovely colours. The right-hand and centre ones are lovely and
sharp, but the left-hand one has a bit too much of it blurred.
Perhaps a bit more of a crop cold have remedied this. Merit
Fiordland in Green – Salon –The images are sharp and clear,
however, the judges felt that the waterfall image felt a bit
crowded, and took away from the overall feel. The display certainly
depicts the area well, though. H/C
Front On – Salon – The rust-coloured background certainly ties in
well with the rust showing on most of the images, and the looks of
each of the cars ties in to make a cohesive whole. And the title fits
well.
Honours.
Digger Working on the Beach – Salon – Nice sharp images with
good colour. Do watch cropping, though, as the tight cropping has
lost a part of some of the machines making the images look
incomplete. A nice presentation. Merit
1. Point Nash Lighthouse – Novice – Well titled with a lovely
image at the top. The idea of an outside and several inside
shots is good, but the judges were a bit confused with the
portrait image, and wondered if it may be upside down. This
is certainly an interesting subject. Merit
A point to note for all entries – please beware and be aware
of the damage celotape can do, and try to avoid its use if
possible.
Blackberries and Friends – Intermediate – Nicely presented with
the background nicely done. The macro photography is nice and
sharp and tells a nice story from left to right. H/C

Droplets – Salon – A great presentation with good colour and
balance. Each individual image could stand alone. Honours
Runner-up – Front On
Winner - Droplets

